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Santé staff members have found different ways to celebrate our 25th Anniversary.
Here are staff members touting our 25 year legacy - one that we all are proud and
honored to commemorate.
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Next Course Offered: November 3-5, 2021 *

Maintaining Proper Boundaries, is a 3-day Continuing Medical Education training
course providing self-assessment, knowledge, awareness, skills, applicable tools and
prevention strategies to healthcare professionals with difficulty maintaining proper
boundaries with patients, colleagues and/or staff.

Who Should Attend:
This course is recommended to any licensed healthcare professionals in safety
sensitive positions who experience difficulty establishing and maintaining proper
boundaries. Hospitals, health systems, professional peer health programs may refer
health care practitioners:

as a preventative measure for continuing medical education specialized for
healthcare professionals’
as a behavior intervention
or as an adjunct to a relapse prevention plan. Self-referrals are welcome.

Note Regarding COVID-19:
Participants will need to take a rapid COVID-19 test and email the results to Santé the
day prior to the course starting. Masks will be required at all times and all participants
will be intentionally spaced further apart.

What Attendees Have Shared
"I wish there an was option for 5+ rating - very good presentation."

"It has given me insight into why I allowed this situation to occur. This course will



allow me to prevent future such events"

"Very understanding and shows how much work I need to do on my self. (the light
going on)"

*Space is limited

Register Here

http://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=5cyrgedab&oeidk=a07ehhu3ivd2173bae4


Learn
More

We love the relationship we have with our Alumni. It is an honor and joy to celebrate
in their successes and to stand by them in hardships. Here is some of what they have
recently shared.
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Santé was recently featured in the
Flower Mound October edition of Living
Magazine. They interviewed and an
Alumni, Olivia, who shares her story and
Santé Primary Therapist, Shelley Evans,
M.Ed., LPC, EMDR Certified.

Click here or below to read the article.

Pictured: 4 of Santé’s 16 Clinicians: Andrew Ahles,

LMFT, ICGC-I; Ashley Whitted, MS, LPC, CSAT-

Candidate; Shelley Evans, M.Ed., LPC, EMDR-Certified;

and Josh Pitre, MSW, LCSW, EMDR-Trained

Read the Article

When a person is struggling with
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addiction, they often feel like it’s solely
a personal experience. In fact, because
of the devastating facts that addictive
substances have on the user, it might
not be obvious to them how addiction
affects families. As you know, when a
loved one is struggling with addiction,
their parents, children, and spouses
often experience negative effects as
well.

At Santé Center for Healing, we’re committed to providing support for families and
loved ones of those who are in recovery. Whether your client is in recovery from
addiction, mental health conditions, or a combination of the two, we can help their
family. Family support for addiction is often essential for long-term recovery. Let us
help them begin the journey to recovery.

UNDERSTANDING HOW ADDICTION AFFECTS FAMILIES
In many cases, the effects of addiction happen so gradually, that family members
might not even realize what is going on until much later. It’s often only during family
therapy that a true understanding of how addiction affects families begins to become
evident. As a result, it is often necessary to find addiction treatment for families.
Below are just a few of the many ways that addiction changes families.

Separation from Relationships
Negativity and Emotional Turmoil
Pushes Others into a Caretaker Role
Challenges to the Family’s Finances

Click below to read the full article.

Read the Full
Article

Adam Karazuba, MSW, LMSW
Director of Outpatient Programming
3 years at Santé Center for Healing

Take Care of Today so You Can Handle Tomorrow

Step Ten of the Twelve Steps is “Continued to take
personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly
admitted it.” This is an important task that can be done
daily and should continue no matter how long you’ve
been in recovery. The quicker you can determine a
wrong was committed, admit to it and apologize for it,

the better things are for your recovery and the relationship with that individual.
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Taking a daily inventory will help keep you in check emotionally and on the right path.
As we enter the holiday season, this is a vital step for those who feel increased stress
and have strained family relationships.

November 2, 2021
Alumni Online All Inclusive Recovery Meeting at 8 PM CST

November 3-5, 2021
Maintaining Proper Boundaries Course
Click here for more information and to register

November 9, 2021
Alumni Online All Inclusive Recovery Meeting at 8 PM CST

November 16, 2021
Alumni Online All Inclusive Recovery Meeting at 8 PM CST

November 23, 2021
Alumni Online All Inclusive Recovery Meeting at 8 PM CST

November 30, 2021
Alumni Online All Inclusive Recovery Meeting at 8 PM CST

See More

You are mission-inspired and results-driven. You chose your profession and calling for
all the right reasons. Your work helps people in their most hidden and painful
problems every day.

The importance of your work is underscored by how incredibly hard it is. Any given
day might bring massive challenges with your clients or patients. Who else is in it for
all the right reasons? Who can you trust to work alongside you, providing evidence-
based and trauma-resolution care? Who provides the best opportunity for long-term
recovery?

Google provides 350,000,000 results when searching “addiction treatment.” This is an
overwhelming number of options that you can ascertain for quality, but can your
clients or patients?

They look to you to:
Distinguish clinical experience and expertise from nonessential amenities and
impersonal call centers; 
Connect them to higher levels of care ready for the increasing complexity of
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their problems and to discover and begin to heal from the root issues
underneath, therefore decreasing the likelihood of relapse; 
Recognize other facilities may dress the part but lack integrity.

They look to you. And you look to Santé Center for Healing for expertise, integrity and
long-term recovery…for all the right reasons.

Santé Center for Healing: What We Treat…
https://www.santecenter.com/miracles-happen-on-the-hill-flipbook/

Santé Center for Healing: Continuum of Care...
https://www.santecenter.com/continuum-of-care-flipbook/ 

When you submit the "Santé Connections" form, your information is accessible to
Santé's intake counselors, aftercare coordinator, and family therapists for referral
purposes.

Santé provides quality care and programs for long-term recovery. If there is anything
we can do to improve, please reach out to us . When you reflect on our continued
collaboration and/or our shared clients who are doing well, share the experience on 
Facebook or Google.

Take a Virtual Tour of Santé Center for
Healing
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